These results suggest that ducted waves are relatively common in the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere region, at least over the mid-Pacific Ocean. As small-scale waves which are ducted have the potential to travel much longer horizontal distances than freely propagating waves, the frequency of their occurrence should be taken into account in efforts to quantify gravity wave effects at these altitudes.
bWith a 20-nm notch at 865 nm to suppress the 02(0, 1) emission.
wave spectra and the inferences for wave fluxes based upon available observational data have usually assumed freely propagating waves [e.g., Smith et al., 1987] . This assumption is particularly critical for small-scale waves for the following reasons: (1) freely propagating small-scale waves have been shown to be the most important waves contributing to wave mean flow forcing and momentum deposition in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere [Fritts, 1984] , and (2) small-scale waves are highly susceptible to thermal and Doppler ducting in the mesopause region and hence they can travel considerable distances horizontally before contributing irreversible changes to the environment.
Optical measurements of the nightglow emissions provide an important tool for determining the occurrence and horizontal characteristics of small-scale, short-period waves at the emission altitudes [Taylor et al., 1987; Taylor and Hapgood, 1990] . While the measured horizontal wavelength is an intrinsic parameter, the measured phase speed (and hence the observed wave period) may differ significantly from the intrinsic phase speed (and intrinsic wave period) due to the presence of background winds. However, when multilayer nightglow data are combined with simultaneous wind measurements, intrinsic wave parameters can be investigated over a range of heights, permitting an in-depth study of the propagation characteristics of the wave motions and a more precise comparison with theoretical predictions. In particular, these can help to quantify the importance of small-scale wave ducting in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere for the first time. In this paper, we use novel all-sky imaging data and radar wind data obtained during the 
Measurement Techniques and Data Analysis

Imaging Gravity Waves
The imaging data involved optical observations of four nightglow emissions using a large field (180ø), monochromatic imaging system located at the Department of Energy DOE building near the summit (2970 m) of Haleakala Crater, Maui (156øW, 21øN). The imager was designed to investigate gravity wave structures over the 80-100 km range by sequentially recording wave signatures in four nightglow emissions: the NIR OH and 02 band emissions and the OI (557.7 nm) and Na (589.2 nm) line emissions. A brief description of the system is given by Taylor et al. [1995a] . The camera consists of a thermoelectrically cooled, bare (1024 x 1024 pixel), chargecoupled device (CCD) of high quantum efficiency, ---80% at visible and ---50% at NIR wavelengths. The large dynamic range and low noise characteristics of this device (dark current <0.5 e pixel -• s -•) provide an exceptional capability for quantitative measurements of faint, low contrast (<5%) gravity waves. The imager was fitted with a fast (f/4) all-sky (180 ø) telecentric lens system and a temperature stabilized filter wheel. The OH measurements were made using a broad band filter of bandwidth 715-930 nm incorporating a notch at ---865 nm to suppress contributions from the 02(0, 1) band. The 02(0, 1) band was isolated using a 12-nm bandwidth filter centered at 865.5 nm. Each line emission was selected using high transmission (typically 60-80%) interference filters of --•2.5 nm half bandwidth. In addition to these observations a background sky measurement was made at 572.5 nm (half width 2.7 nm) to aid the interpretation of the visible wavelength data. Integration times determined for these measurements ranged from 15 s for the bright OH emission to 90 s for the OI (557.7 nm) and 02 emissions and 120 s for the faint NaD lines. A summary of the filter characteristics and operational parameters for this campaign is given in Table 1 . Sequential measurements were made every ---9 min except for the OI (557.7 nm) emission which was sampled twice per cycle.
Quasi-monochromatic events in the all-sky data were identified, and their times of occurrence were noted. These events were then measured to determine the horizontal parameters of the wave motions: horizontal wavelengths, phase speeds, and directions of motion. The images were calibrated first using the star background to determine the elevation and azimuth of any point in the image field. (The typical accuracy of this calibration is to within 1 pixel, equivalent to ---20 arc min.) A description of this procedure, as applied to narrow angle data, is given by Hapgood and Taylor [1982] . To correct for geometrical distortion arising from nonparallel lines of sight in the image itself, the outline of prominent wave crests in each image was traced and mapped onto the ground, assuming a centroid emission altitude of 87 km for the OH emission [Baker and Stair, 1988] , 90 km for the Na emission [Greer and Best, 1967] , and 94 km for the 02 and 96 km for the OI (557.7 nm) emissions [Offermann and Drescher, 1973] . For each wave event, measurements from a time series of images and maps were used to determine the mean horizontal wavelength, observed phase speed, and predominant direction of motion (usually determined to within an accuracy of _+5ø). On some occasions the direction of motion was observed to rotate by as much as ---20-30 ø over a period of several hours and with altitude. In these cases we have used the wave direction at the central time of observation for the intrinsic wave calculations.
The nominal full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the emission layers (---5-10 km) and the horizontal field of view of the all-sky imager at nightglow altitudes (---500 km radius) provide natural limits for these measurements. Because of destructive interference within the layer for smaller-scale motions, the FWHM of an emission layer sets an approximate lower limit to the vertical wavelengths of the motions that can be detected. Similarly, the horizontal field of view sets an upper limit of ---250 km on the horizontal wavelengths to which the imaging technique is sensitive [Taylor et al., 1995c] . (Larger-scale waves have been detected using a time series of image measurements, but their two-dimensional morphology is not easily determined.) However, as will be shown later, all of the waves imaged during this campaign exhibited significantly shorter horizontal wavelengths.
MF Radar Winds
The wind data used for this study were collected by a medium frequency (MF) radar system located at the Pacific Missile Range Facility (PMRF) at Barking Sands, Kauai, Hawaii (160øE, 22øN). The mode of operation and data processing algorithms for this system are described in detail by Fdtts and Isler [1994] . Nominal wind estimates were obtained at 2-min intervals and 2-km vertical spacing from 60 to 100 km during daytime and from 70 to 100 km during nighttime. As nighttime data tend to be somewhat sparse below 82 km, and since the airglow imager only operated at nighttime, the effective altitude range of the radar for this study is ---82-98 km.
The MF wind data were used to approximate the mean wind environment over Maui, where the CCD imager was located, ---375 km to the southeast of Kauai (Figure 1) . Because of the spatial separation of the ground stations, temporal averages of the winds over Kauai were used to represent mean winds over Maui. We have used 3-hour averages of the winds over Kauai for this purpose. Since Doppler ducts arise due to structures in the lower-frequency winds which trap higher-frequency wave motions (see section 3), an estimate of the horizontal scale of a Doppler duct can be made by assuming it to be due to a motion with a period ---6 hours or longer. From the gravity wave dispersion relationship one can infer that motions with periods greater than 6 hours will have a ratio of horizontal to vertical scales of greater than 60 to one. Thus waves with vertical scales representative of typical wind variations (->10 km) will have horizontal scales ->600 km, so using 3-hour mean winds should provide sensitivity to ducts that have a horizontal extent comparable to or larger than the distance between the ground stations.
Wave Ducting Theory
Linear gravity wave theory was first developed for the simplified but illustrative case of an atmosphere which is stratified in density and pressure but assumed to be windless, isothermal, irrotational, and inviscid. The resulting governing equations were shown to admit traveling acoustic and gravity wave solutions [Hines, 1960] . The dispersion characteristics and intrinsic properties of these waves, as well as their observed amplitudes and scales, led to the first understanding of their importance for momentum and energy transports, particularly in the upper atmosphere (see Fritts [1984] for a review of the historical development). Given that the atmosphere has a variable thermal profile, ubiquitous mean winds, and increasing kinematic viscosity with altitude, it was natural that the theory would be advanced further by the relaxation of the simplifying constraints imposed on the background atmosphere. For our purpose here, we note that for wave propagation in general in any medium, inhomogeneities in the medium will give rise to wave refraction and possible wave reflection. In the atmosphere, the inhomogeneities of importance to gravity wave propagation are gradients in background temperature (or more precisely in the stability) and in the wind field. When such gradients give rise to wave reflection, wave ducts (or waveguides, as they are sometimes called) may also occur. The importance of these wave ducts in the atmosphere arises from the fact that waves trapped in well-defined ducts can propagate large horizontal distances with little attenuation. 
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where the subscripts denote partial derivatives, w' is the vertical velocity, N is the buoyancy frequency, • is the horizontal wind in the direction of wave propagation, and c and k are the horizontal phase speed and wavenumber, respectively. The most general form of this equation contains additional shear and constant terms associated with compressibility effects; we have neglected these terms because in all the cases studied, the wave phase speeds were much less than the speed of sound. To validate our use of the simplified expression (1), we included the terms associated with compressibility and found our results to be no different than when those terms were neglected.
In equation ( Theoretically, Doppler ducts can occur whenever the mean wind profile has a local maximum (or minimum) slightly less (or more) than the observed wave phase speed. The increase of (• __ ½ )2 away from the local wind maximum or minimum can lead to regions of evanescence on either side of a region of vertical propagation (see equation (2)). To illustrate this situation, a sketch of an idealized Doppler duct is presented in Figure 2 .
In the present study we consider only the effects of Doppler ducting. For this purpose, we have evaluated m 2 in equation Since the observations reported here occurred over a limited altitude range, as will be seen, it was not always possible to identify both edges of a suspected Doppler duct.
Finally, we note that in the following analysis we have evaluated the second term on the right-hand side of equation (2) numerically using a three-point algorithm applied to the radar data. Sensitivity tests showed that this term could not simply be neglected. For example, consider the case of a Doppler duct associated with a velocity jet. Near the jet maximum, 5zz is negative, so that the second term in (2) is negative (since c > 5), while near the edge of the jet, 5zz is positive, so that the second term in (2) positive. Thus the overall effect of this term is to decrease m 2 in the center of the duct and to increase m 2 near the edge of the duct. However, there is unavoidable uncertainty in evaluating a second derivative numerically from a wind profile with nine or fewer data points. So we have evaluated m 2 both with and without the curvature term and compared the results for each event. In all of the cases studied, its effect was negligible or in the case of a ducted motion its effect was to lower the value of m 2 inside the duct, and somewhat broaden the width of the duct, but not to fundamentally alter its character. In the results which follow, the curvature term has been included.
4.
Results and Discussion Table 2 lists the results of an ensemble of wave measurements using the CCD image data during the ALOHA-93 campaign. These results represent a significant fraction of the total data set analyzed to date. For convenience, we have listed the events in chronological order and have assigned each event a number to simplify its identification. Table 2 lists the day of year and mean time (UT) of observation for each wave event, the emissions in which the wave event was most readily observed, the observed phase speed c, the mean wind in the direction of wave propagation 5 as measured by the MF radar, and the horizontal wavelength it h. (The rest of [ Taylor et al., 1995b] . Table 2 shows that on average only about 50% of the wave events were detected in all four nightglow emissions. In general, the OI emission provided images with the greatest contrast, followed by OH, 02, and Na, in that order. The wave structure was usually most prominent in one or two emissions (e.g., OH and Na or OI and 02) and of significantly lower contrast (or absent) in the other emissions.
Analysis of the Images
This fact suggests that Doppler ducting may have played an important role during this campaign, but by itself does not provide evidence to that effect, since other processes such as wave breaking or critical level encounters could easily account for localized altitude responses as well. Examples of wave data recorded on other nights during the campaign are shown in Figure 4 , corresponding to events 2, 10, 13, 25, 24, and 36 (Figure 4a-4f) . Prominent wave structures are obvious features of each of these images, representing a variety of wave motions. As will be seen, the waves shown here were inferred to have a range of propagation characteristics, from ducted or evanescent to freely propagating. However, as can be seen, no obvious characteristics of the individual images were found to distinguish ducted or evanescent waves from freely propagating waves.
When images of the same waveforms are clearly identifiable in data from more than one emission, it is possible to estimate whether or not the waves are vertically propagating, since the four nightglow emissions are centered at separate heights. times because of the finite integration time needed for each exposure (15-120 s). After correcting for this time difference using the measured horizontal phase speed, however, one can obtain approximately simultaneous maps from two (or more) different emissions. Ground maps can then be compared, and the spatial locations of several wave crests can be used to determine the magnitude of the mean phase shift between different emission layers. An alternative approach is more suitable when a single wave crest is much brighter in the images than other wave crests within the same wave pattern. In this case, the motion of the prominent waveform is followed as a function of time in two (or more) different emissions, after once again correcting for the time difference due to finite imaging time. In either case, no apparent spatial shift between the waveforms at different heights suggests that the waves are vertically evanescent or ducted, while a spatial shift between the waveforms is considered suggestive of vertical phase progression. The lack of a phase shift between images of different airglow layers is only suggestive of ducting because the phase of the intensity response of airglow depends in general on details of the airglow photochemistry, so that the exact phase relationship between the intensity and the perturbing wave depends on which airglow is being imaged.
It is important to note that this technique is most effective when the gravity waves are imaged near the zenith (_+40ø).
Observations at larger zenith angles can be complicated by line-of-sight effects and by difficulties in identifying and mapping accurately the geographic location of a waveform at a large range in the all-sky image format (this limitation does not adversely affect horizontal wavelength measurements which depend on a relative measure of crest separations rather than absolute positions). This analysis has been applied to several of termination of the magnitude of the phase shift from the image data depends critically on the separation of the two emission layers, which was not measured during this campaign. However, a larger phase shift was determined for event 34 than for event 36, which is consistent with the shorter vertical wavelength for event 34 relative to that for event 36 deduced from the radar data comparison.
Scale Dependence
To summarize the measurements and results presented in Table 2 , a histogram plot of all 36 events is given in Figure 10 , where the number of events of each type have been binned by horizontal wavelength. Events classified in the last three columns of Table 2 are considered to be nonpropagating in Figure 10 ; a similar histogram plot is shown for the waves which were inferred to be freely propagating. As can be seen, there is an overall tendency for ducted or evanescent behavior to occur more frequently for waves which have smaller horizontal scales. This result is consistent with Doppler ducting theory as small-scale waves have larger horizontal wavenumbers (k in equation (2)) and thus more easily encounter variations in c -• leading to m 2 < 0.
Potential Wave Sources
One impact of this study is the investigation of potential wave sources. In the absence of ducting, short-period waves generated in the troposphere would be expected to propagate relatively short horizontal distances (typically a few hundred kilometers) from the source region before penetrating into the upper mesosphere. This is because the elevation angle at which the gravity wave energy is directed depends on the wave period, and short-period waves tend to propagate much more steeply than longer-period waves. For source studies, a first estimate of the horizontal range of propagation can be estimated from the dispersion relation. However, background winds in the intervening stratosphere and lower mesosphere can act either to impede the upward motion of these waves by absorption at critical levels or to extend their horizontal range of propagation by Doppler shifting their motions to longer intrinsic periods. Similarly, ducting in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere can significantly increase the distance over which waves can progress horizontally before dissipating or penetrating to higher altitudes.
For waves observed at mesopause altitudes, investigations of their sources are notoriously difficult for the above reasons and only on rare occasions have isolated sources been positively identified [e.g., Taylor and Hapgood, 1988] . One source that is thought to be important for generating extensive wave motions are tropospheric fronts. On numerous occasions during the ALOHA-93 campaign (March-April 1990) extensive, shortperiod waves were observed to progress towards the SE [Taylor and Hill, 1991 ]. An initial investigation of the sources of these events revealed a series of frontal systems progressing toward the Hawaiian Islands from the NW. However, they were all at a significantly larger range than would be expected assuming the waves were freely propagating in nature, suggesting either wave ducting was occurring or other sources were responsible for their generation [Taylor and Edwards, 1991] ]. An example image of this wave pattern in the OI emission was given in Figure 4b (event 10) which shows the waves as they appeared at low elevations toward the SE sometime after passing through the zenith. Of considerable interest here is the fact that this particular wave pattern was determined to be evanescent using the MF wind data. Thus it appears that Doppler ducting played a major role in extending the horizontal range over which the wave was able to propagate on this occasion. The similarity of this wave motion to those observed fre- scales greater than •8-10 km could be studied. Waves at these scales tend to have short periods; whether our finding of ducted behavior in up to •75% of the cases is representative of short-period wave behavior for other geographical regions (e.g., mountainous sites) and/or other times of the year is an important question that has yet to be addressed. However, the predominance of ducted waves over vertically propagating waves revealed by this study has important implications for future observational and/or modeling studies which assume small-scale waves to be vertically propagating, since their transports of energy and momentum may occur over a much larger geographic area than would normally be achieved by vertical propagation.
